
If you don’t have a WordPress blog, go to WordPress.com (NOT 
WordPress.org) and follow instructions for building a free blog.  !!
1) Always use your school email. !!
2) Try to get your first name in the URL address.  Make sure the URL address does not contain 
your last name.!!
3) Passwords: If you select a long word containing the letter o, you can capitalize the word, and 
instead of using the letter o, use the number zero: C0mputers, Fact0ries or Washingt0n.  Think 
of something you’ll remember—music, movie city, animal. Write down your password.!!
4) After you’ve built your site, hit WP ADMIN.  Hit SETTINGS.  Put your first name in TITLE box 
or the TAGLINE.  Do not use your last name. !!
2) Hit the round icon in the upper right hand corner.  Hit PROFILE.  Type your first name into the 
FIRST NAME and PUBLIC DISPLAY NAME boxes.  Leave last name empty.!!
3) Check your GoogleDocs mail and open the email from WordPress. Activate the 
account. (If you do not do this, you will not be able to publish posts. You might think you are 
publishing posts when you are really only saving drafts.)!!
4) SHARE your website.  Hit VIEW SITE.  This will display your website. Copy URL address 
and send to Mr. Winch. (winchm@nclack.k12.or.us)!!
5) (Optional but highly recommended)  Hit WP Admin.  Hit APPEARANCE.  Hit THEMES.  Try 
out different themes.  (You can change THEMES without losing content.)!!
—————————————————————————————————————-!
If you already have a WordPress blog, follow these 
instructions if you need to make a second one. !!
1) Log in to your WordPress.com account.  Hit WP Admin.  Then hit MY BLOGS.  Go to the 

bottom of the page and click REGISTER ANOTHER BLOG.   Try to get a URL address that 
matches the content.  In other words, have the musician’s or band’s name in the address.!!

2) After you’ve built your site, hit WP ADMIN.  Hit SETTINGS.  Put your first name in TITLE box 
or the TAGLINE.  Do not use your last name.!!
3) Hit the round icon in the upper right hand corner.  Hit PROFILE.  Type your first name into the 
FIRST NAME and PUBLIC DISPLAY NAME boxes.  Leave last name empty.!!
4) SHARE your website.  Hit VIEW SITE.  This will display how your site will be look to the 
world.  This is your website. Copy URL address and send to Mr. Winch. 
(winchm@nclack.k12.or.us)!!
5) (Optional but highly recommended)  Hit WP Admin.  Hit APPEARANCE.  Hit THEMES.  Try 
out different themes.  (You can change THEMES without losing content.


